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BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
Wallace H. Noerenberg, Director 

King Salmon Stock Studied
The Division of Biological Research has completed the necessary 

negotiations with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Fish and Wild
life Service, Lower Columbia River Branch, for a contract using fed
eral monies to obtain information relative to the king (chinook) sal
mon stocks off Southeastern Alaska.

The troll fishery of Southeastern Alaska, and probably to some ex
tent the sport fishery in inside waters, depends to a large extent on 
the stocks of king salmon produced in Columbia River hatcheries.

The Federal government is carefully evaluating the contributions 
of these hatcheries and has launched a coastwide marking and recov
ery program to identify hatchery fish.

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game is very much interested in 
the results of this study because the success of the Columbia program 
can greatly affect the troll fishery of Alaska.

Under the terms of this contract, this Department would hire the 
necessary temporary personnel and furnish supervision to sample the 
commercial fisheries at various ports in Southeastern Alaska for mark
ed king salmon. The fingerling king salmon are fin-clipped for future 
identification when they are released from the hatcheries.

It is anticipated that the contract will be renewed over a period 
of several years. The results of this work will be immediately use
ful in the management of our king salmon fisheries.

The work will be completely financed out of federal funds. There 
will be no additional cost to the state in carrying out this program.

i
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King Salmon Fin Clip Recovery Program

Meetings with Bureau of Commercial Fisheries representatives were 
held in Juneau during late February. A representative of the Biological 
Research Division also met in Portland, Oregon later in the spring 
with biologists representing the Fish and Wildlife Service, the states 
of California, Washington and Oregon and the province of British Col
umbia to discuss Alaska's participation with the other agencies in the 
salmon coastal fin mark recovery program.

The procedures and costs for sampling the commercial and sport 
catches of king salmon were formulated and the long range hatchery 
evaluation program was planned in considerable detail.

i
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Bristol Bay Red Salmon Forecast

The forecasted run of red salmon to Bristol Bay for 1964 was ex
pected to be approximately 17.8 million fish. This prediction is 
based upon the multivariate mathematical analysis of data collected 
from several independent sources.

The data used was as follows: 1) the abundance and age composi
tion of the smolt outmigration, 2) the returning mature red salmon 
in the catch and escapement for the brood years of the expected re
turn, and 3) the abundance of red salmon in the high seas as sampled 
by gill nets and purse seines.

The forecast represented the attempt to utilize fully all the 
vital statistics collected by biologists in the field and is an ex
ample of modern analysis in which many parameters are combined in a 
mathematical structure.

It was not expected that the analysis and prediction would be 
perfect and the authors of the forecast fully expected to increase 
their knowledge and accuracy of prediction by cumulative experience.

The analysis of red salmon data is progressing in the direction 
of the application of dynamic programming techniques to the Bristol 
Bay fishery. These procedures would provide the area management 
biologist with supporting methods upon which to base his field de
cisions .
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Salmon Growth and Survival

Clarence Fowler and Asa Wright of Biological Research made beach 
surveys along the shores of Seymour Canal and Peril Straits from 
May 13 to 20 checking the early marine survival and growth of the 
young salmon.

In 1963 the adult escapements into these areas were good and 1964 
spring sampling of pre-emergent fry indicated that survival from the 
egg to fry stage was excellent.

During these surveys, estimates were made of the size of the beach 
populations from individual streams and samples were taken to determine 
the rate of growth of the fingerlings.

The M/V CUTTHROAT was used for the trip and the enumeration surveys 
and beach sampling were done from a 14-foot skiff carried aboard the 
vessel.
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Early marine survival of the fry from the King Salmon and Swan 
Cove systems in Seymour Canal appears very good. However, as only 
small schools of fingerlings from the other streams were seen, the 
early survival from these systems is in doubt. The streams in doubt 
include Pack Creek, Windfall, Bear Creek, Mole River and Pleasant Bay.

In Peril Straits large schools of fingerlings were seen around 
Moser Island and in the North Arm of Hoonah Sound with lesser numbers 
on the shore opposite Rodman Bay. Only occasional fingerlings were 
spotted along the rest of the shore line of the Sound.

The fact that there were large numbers of herring on the beaches, 
devoid of fingerlings, lends suspicion that there may have been heavy 
predation pressure on the Saook Bay, Fick Cove and possibly the Rodman 
Bay fry.

Sitkoh Bay, which was the last area checked, had scattered schools 
of small fingerlings along the shore. On June 5th the fry outmigration 
was still in progress. All the fingerlings at this time appeared to 
be in excellent condition.
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Kitoi Red Salmon Studies
Despite damage to installations at the Kitoi Bay Research Station, 

Afognak Island, during the March 27 seismic waves, enumeration of red 
salmon smolts proceeded at the outlets of three experimental lakes.

Through June 22, some 69,000 smolts had migrated from Ruth Lake 
and about 72,000 from Big Kitoi Lake.

These migrations represent exceedingly high survival rates of 28 
and 43 percent respectively from plants of red salmon fry in 1963.

Only 13,000 red salmon smolts had migrated from Little Kitoi Lake 
by June 22. This stream has not been planted with hatchery fry but each 
year receives a natural run of adult red salmon spawners.

Although this migration is one of the smallest on record, an assess
ment of smolts from subsequent migration must be completed before sur
vival rates can be calculated.

A large volume of salt water flooded into this lake on March 27 
due to seismic sea action. Assessment of damage to the salmon popul
ation from this cause has not been completed.
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Pink Salmon Studies

The charter vessel Ranger 10 completed its stream survey work on 
July 30 and returned to Juneau.

During the six weeks survey, two staff members aboard the vessel 
surveyed about seventy streams throughout Southeastern Alaska in prep
aration for springtime sampling for pink salmon fry production. Spawn
ing areas within the streams were carefully marked, measured and class
ified with particular reference to bottom composition, water gradient, 
and water depth.

Similar stream work was undertaken in Prince William Sound. Staff 
biologist Robert Roys at Cordova was engaged in escapement enumeration 
and distribution work in cooperation with the Commercial Fisheries Div
ision in that area.

Staff member Ralph Wells worked during the summer in North Whale 
Pass on Prince of Wales Island gathering information on salmon escape
ment and distribution.

This work is a continuation of the monitoring project set up at 
”108 Creek" to study the effect of future logging activities. Changes 
in gravel (silt) composition, stream temperatures and stream flows, as 
well as salmon production, are components of the monitoring system.

Beginning in early July the Division carried out tow netting exper
iments in Peril Strait, Southeastern Alaska. The nets used fish the 
surface waters for pink and chum salmon fingerling.

The objective was to establish methods of sampling which will give 
an adequate annual index to fingerling population fluctuations and thus 
provide a forecast of adult returns.

Nets tested in the work were a 15* x 50* pelagic trawl, a 10' x 
10' tow net and a 4* x 16* otter trawl. The larger net gave the best 
results on the large fingerling (100-140 mm in length) in Peril Strait.
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Night towing results have proven much superior to day tows, due to 
net avoidance or diurnal changes in fish distribution.
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King Crab Studies

Thousands of tiny king crabs were found in Sharatin Bay, July 24, 
1964, while skin diving at 30 to 50 feet (57° 49.8'Long. - 152° 43.5' 
Lat.). The crabs were mostly on algae but also were under rocks.

Measurements were made to the nearest 1/2 millimeter under binocular 
scope. Sex is difficult if not impossible to determine externally at 
this small size.

These crabs had just settled to the bottom, ending their planktonic 
life. These observations were interesting because the smallest king 
crabs ever found previously were 6 millimeters in length.

It is possible that Sharatin Bay would provide a good study area 
in which to investigate reproduction and early life history since large 
scale breeding is also known to occur here.
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Pink Salmon Spawning Studies
Spawning distribution of Prince William Sound pink salmon received 

extensive attention by the Biological Research Division in early Septem
ber. As the 1964 runs reached peak abundance in the streams, significant 
changes from previous years were noted in areas selected for egg deposi
tion in the case of runs in streams located in uplifted and subsided 
zones.

The earthquake resulted in uplift of land areas in about two-thirds 
of the Sound and subsidence in about one-tenth of the Sound.

Salmon responded to this changed environment by shifting spawning 
activities downstream in uplifted areas and upstream in subsided areas. 
Severity of shift was in proportion to amount of land elevation change.

Consequences of these phenomena on success of spawning will be the 
subject of continuing studies by the Division.

Increased mortality of spawn can be expected in many instances.
On Montague Island, where uplift reached extremes of 33 feet, the 

great majority of spawn was deposited in relatively unstable, silted 
gravels which formerly were below the low tide levels.

Subsidence was about 7 feet at Coghill River, the Sound's most 
important salmon stream.
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Crowding of pink and chum salmon occured as spawners were forced up
stream by tide waters, and large portions of the lower stream lost 
their productive potential.

Information developed in the Division's forecast programs was 
transmitted to area management biologists to aid in the preparation 
of plans and regulatory proposals for the 1965 season.

Pink Salmon Forecasts

The Prince William Sound run is expected to be the smallest 
since 1960 (about 4 million) due to adverse effects of a severe win
ter and, to a lesser extent, additional losses during earthquake and 
seismic waves.

While no firm forecast can yet be made in Kodiak and Cook Inlet, 
information available indicates relatively smaller runs in 1965 com
pared to 1964.

Icy Strait and Prince of Wales Island fishing districts of South
eastern Alaska show considerable promise of good 1965 pink salmon runs 
and, as in 1963, will probably be the bright spots in the State's pink 
salmon fisheries.

Chum Salmon

Assessment of adult returns in terms of age and abundance is unde 
way at Disappearance Creek, Chomley Sound in conjunction with the Comm 
ercial Fisheries Division.

\ Information obtained is being incorporated into a final report of 
production studies carried on at that stream in 1961 and 1962 under 
the federal Emergency Salmon Research program.

Scale Samples Collected
Cooperation of observers placed aboard the seven Japanese ships 

buying salmon in Prince William Sound resulted in the collection of ex 
tensive scale samples from the 1964 catch of chum and pink salmon. The 
samples are being used in detailed age composition and racial segrega
tion studies.
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Bristol Bay Red Salmon Data

The annual compilation of extensive catch, escapement and other 
biological statistics on the elements of the Bristol Bay run is sched
uled for publication in early December. These data are required to 
formulate the 1965 forecast.

The prediction forecast was readied for use at the fall meetings 
of the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission in Tokyo.

Work of the University of Washington and U. S. Bureau of Commer
cial Fisheries on the high seas and in the Naknek River must be in
tegrated with escapement and smolt data of the Department and thus 
joint conferences have begun.
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Shellfish Investigations

Because of budget limitations in the current year, work of shrimp 
and king crab biologists is largely confined to scientific writing of 
research carried out in past years.

A number of papers have already been published in scientific 
journals. Among papers in preparation are historical summaries of 
the king crab and shrimp fisheries.

Chum Salmon Fishery

A study to evaluate the chum salmon fishery and escapement into 
Cholmondeley Sound, Prince of Wales Island, has been conducted for 
the past several years. The escapement of the fall run of chum sal
mon into Disappearance Creek was very good, however escapements for 
the rest of the sound were light.

The Disappearance Creek enumeration weir which has been operated 
the past 4 years was in operation from September through mid-October. 
The total escapement was 40,000 chum and 200 pink salmon. This was 
the second highest escapement in the last 4 years.

The sex ratio at the weir was approximately 50:50 males to fe
males with a dominance of 4-year old fish. The four and five-year
old chums appeared at the weir prior to the main body of 3-year olds
which appeared during the middle and end of the run. Because the
3-year olds appeared later they were subject to more fishing pressure
and made up the greatest percentage of the catch.
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As in the past, sampling of the inter-gravel population of eggs 
and fry will be continued in an effort to determine optimum escape
ment levels for chum spawners for Southeastern Alaska streams. Pre
vious studies have indicated levels of spawners as high as one female 
per seven square feet of spawning gravel which still resulted in very 
good egg survival.

Effects of Road Building

The cooperative study between the Division of Biological Research 
of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the U. S. Forest Service 
to assess possible sedimentation of the lower portions of the spawning 
gravels of Starragavin Creek on the Sitka road system and the effect 
of this sedimentation upon salmon production is entering its second 
year.

Recognizing the potential silt hazard, observations on possible 
stream changes were begun in the fall of 1963 prior to construction 
of a forest highway across the tide flats through which the stream 
flows. Although Starragavin Creek is located in a population center, 
it has maintained good odd year salmon returns.

Egg deposition estimates, estimates of emerging fry, and stream 
bottom sampling was carried out prior to construction of the road and 
post construction observations are now in process. A second set of 
bottom samples have been taken and are being analyzed.

If after analysis of these samples silt accrual to the gravels 
is not detected, the program will be phased out. However, if accrual 
of silt has occurred the observations will be continued for another 
cycle to assess the effect upon salmon populations using the area of 
concern„

Salmon Logging Study
The Biological Research Division in the spring of 1963 launched 

a program to study the effects of logging on salmon production. The 
study was prompted by the accelerated logging activities in Southeast
ern Alaska which in most cases is contiguous to important salmon prod
ucing streams, Potential changes in the stream environment which may 
result from this particular land use can be highly detrimental to sal
mon production.

The Division at this time began observations in 108 Creek in the 
Whale Pass area, Prince of Wales Island, directed primarily towards 
detecting the spawning bed degredation that occured with siltation 
and its influence upon levels of fry production in the gravels.
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Memorandum of Understanding
A Memorandum of Understanding between the Alaska Department of 

Fish and Game and the U. S. Forest Service was concluded in the fall 
of 1964, providing a joint participation in this particular program by 
both agencies outlining responsibilities for certain observations to 
each agency. It also provided for a future expansion of the areas of 
concern to eventually encompass about ten streams for logging monitor
ing purposes.

Pre-logging observations have been conducted establishing gravel 
composition information for areas within the 108 Creek drainage. Fry 
emergent estimates, egg deposition estimates, bed stability, photo
graphic documentation of the stream, soil classification, etc. have 
also been obtained and presently fall observations are now being 
conducted.

A joint operation by the two agencies of a counting weir at 
108 Creek established the escapement to this drainage at 632 cohos, 
134,499 pinks, and 981 chums in 1964.

The general objective of the monitoring system is to detect 
changes in the stream environment that may result from land use, how 
this land use affects the habitat for fish and finally if damage is 
detected to decide if remedial measures are necessary.

Pacific Salmon Inter-agency Council

The Pacific Salmon Inter-agency Council was formulated as a 
result of the First and Second Governor's Salmon Conferences which 
were initiated, respectfully, by Governor William A. Egan of the 
State of Alaska and by Governor Albert Rosellini of the State of 
Washington.

The Council was assigned the task of appraising present and past 
coastal salmon and steelhead plans, needs, program and research by 
the various agencies concerned and to coordinate future research and 
its applications on a coastal basis.

The Council is composed of the top executive officer of each state 
and federal agency with a major responsibility of research or manage
ment of Pacific Salmon.
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A technical committee composed of one top salmon and steelhead 
scientist from each member agency was also provided for under the 
by-laws of the Council. The primary responsibility of the Inter
agency technical committee is to develop a comprehensive program to 
insure optimum sustained yield of the salmon and steelhead resources 
of the Pacific Coast.

The eleven member agencies represent both state and federal rep
resentatives of the State of Alaska, Washington, Oregon, California 
and Idaho. Technical representatives conducted an organizational 
meeting in Portland, Oregon on April 30th and May 1st.

At this initial meeting Robert Schoning, President of the Inter
agency Salmon Council discussed the functions and areas of responsib
ility of the technical committee and specifically requested the comm
ittee to:

1. Review and evaluate four major reports which resulted 
from the Second Governor's Conference in Seattle.

2. Review existing programs to determine areas of duplica
tion and omission.

3. Determine areas of greatest need and recommend priority 
programs to the council.

Recommendations contained in the four committee reports of the 
Second Governor's Conference which needed immediate action were dis
cussed during the remainder of the meeting and several recommendations 
to the parent council were formulated.

Working committees were assigned to provide an overall "Periodic 
Salmon Review". Mr. Clint Atkinson and others were directed to develop 
a format for a Salmon Resource Status Report which will bring all 
interested parties up to date on the salmon situation.

The technical committee organization was largely completed and 
an agenda was partially drafted for the next meeting to take place 
sometime during the middle of the coming summer.

The technical committee of the Pacific Salmon Inter-agency Council 
consisted of the following members: Howard D. Tait, Chairman, Alaska
Department of Fish and Game; Clinton E. Atkinson, Vice Chairman, Bur
eau of Commercial Fisheries; Homer J. Campbell, Secretary, Oregon 
State Game Commission; J, T. Barnaby, Chief, Division of Sport Fish
eries; Ted Bjornn, Idaho Department of Fish and Game; Frederick K. 
Cramer, Corps of Engineers; Donald H. Fry, Jr., California Department 
of Fish and Game; George Y. Harry, Jr., Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
Gilbert A. Holland, Washington Department of Fisheries; Gene Kruse, 
Oregon Fish Commission; and Robert C. Meigs, Chief, Washington Depart
ment of Game.



COMMERCIAL FISHERIES 
Stanley D. Swanson, Director 

Southeastern Catch and Gear Figures
Final figures for the 1962 commercial salmon season in South

eastern Alaska revealed the following catch and gear statistics:
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Gear

Purse seine 

Drift gill net 
Set gill net

Amount 
472 boats 

392 boats 
14 nets

Catch of Salmon 

12,710,885 

1,191,421 

11,900

Catch/boat

26,930
3,039

850
(Total salmon net fishery catch 13,914,206)
Trollers

Trap

1,400 boats 

11 traps

150.000 kings
665.000 cohos

598,292 (over 500,000 caught 
by the 4 traps at 
Annette Island)

Total catch of salmon - 15,327,498

Herring Spawn Fishery

The 1963 herring egg-kelp fishery near Craig reported a take of 
approximately 100 tons of eggs and kelp. This compares with 25 tons 
taken in 1962.

The Ketchikan Area Management Biologist reported that the 1964 
herring spawning in general was much heavier than in 1960, 1961, or 
1962. Simultaneous spawning activity took place along 11 miles of 
beach in the Craig area.

Participation in the herring spawn fishery increased from two 
buyers in 1962 and 1963 to 17 requests for permits in 1964. The 
actual buying was done by seven operators.

A total of 112 tons of herring eggs and kelp was harvested in a 
ten-hour period on Monday, March 30. Prices to the pickers went as 
high as 2 0 per pound as the competition between buyers grew keener.

Normally, about 75% of the egg take comes from the Fish Egg Island 
area immediately adjacent to the town of Craig. This year the entire 
take was from Abess and Alberto Islands as the desposition did not 
materialize on the kelp around Fish Egg Island.
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Kelp Experiment

An experiment was begun by the Department to measure the regener
ation of the kelp (Macrocystis) to see if the plant would be replenished 
in the course of a year, as this is the limiting factor of the production- 
not the amount of herring spawn. The amount of spawn taken from the area 
is estimated as ten per cent, or less, of the total desposition, as most 
of the herring spawn is not deposited on the desirable kelp, but other 
substrate such as eel grass, rocks, sea weeds, and bull kelp.

For the past eight years, there has been an estimated 11 miles of 
beach utilized by the spawning herring in this population, and less than 
20% of this area has the Macrocystis kelp in it; consequently, deep in
roads have not been made in the herring spawn. It is estimated that 10% 
of the total tonnage taken is water.

Two of the early salmon gill net fisheries commenced April 27 in 
the Stikine and Taku areas of the Southeastern Region. The amount of 
gear was very light, less than ten boats in each area, and the catches 
were light.

The troll fishery got underway in earnest on April 15 when the 
outside waters opened to trolling. Few of the outside boats had land
ed by May 5th.

A preliminary count of purse seine and gill net gear on May 5th 
revealed the following numbers of vessels registered to fish in South
eastern Alaska during 1964 and a comparison with other years:

Salmon Fishing Gets Underway

Purse Seine
Year Resident Non-Resident Total
1961
1962
1963
1964

245
247
252
241

206
250
232
243

451
497
484
484

Gill Nets
1961
1962
1963
1964

251
242
287
204

169
168
164
166

420
410
451
370*

*81 fewer Gillnets than in 1963 - mostly residents



Earthquake Surveys
Surveys continued during the spring in the areas affected by the 

March 27 earthquake to record changes in land mass elevation and to 
move fishing markers where necessary.
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Kodiak King Crab Fishing

King crab fishing effort in the Kodiak area was reported on May 20 
as light. The reduced effort of this season is not uncommon, since the 
available crab are in poor condition, yield low recovery and do not enter 
pots well.

Bait Herring Fishery
A new fishery for bait herring began in the Kodiak area in late 

April. 354,100 pounds were landed in April and 226,950 pounds in early 
May. Part of these catches were sold fresh to the halibut fleet and 
the remainder frozen.

Dungeness Crab Influx
There was a sudden influx of dungeness fishermen and packers in 

the Southeastern region as the production from the Washington and Oregon 
coasts experienced its third successive poor year. The product is comm
anding a premium price.

Copper River Sockeye

Preliminary catch figures indicated that 400,000 sockeye were taken 
up to June 5th in the Copper River area. This was rated as very good 
fishing.

Taku § Stikine Gill Net Fishing

By June 5th gillnet catches of king salmon in the Taku area de
clined from a low peak on May 11. This season began April 27 and one 
24-hour period each week had been allowed to determine run strength, 
which remained weak.

The king salmon gillnet catches in the Stikine area remained low.



Icy § Chatham Straits

The salmon purse seine season opening in Icy Strait and Chatham 
Strait on July 1 resulted in an average catch of 550 fish per boat. 
Catches on July 2nd were close to this average with an increase in the 
percentage of pink salmon in the Inian Island and Pt. Adolphus area.

Catches in the Noyes Island area on the July 1 opening averaged 
250 fish for 23 boats.

The above districts, 14, 12 and 4, plus districts 7 and 13A were 
were open to fishing from July 7 at 6:00am to July 8 at 6:00pm for 
the current week, with the possibility of extended fishing time if 
the catches on Tuesday and Wednesday indicate salmon abundance war
ranted an extension.

The red salmon run catches through July 3rd in Bristol Bay re
mained low.

Dungeness crab catches were good in Southeastern and market con
ditions remained favorable.
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Kodiak Pink Salmon
The salmon fishery in the Kodiak area appeared stronger in early 

August than in 1962. The largest even-year pack and the third largest 
for all years for the Kodiak area occurred in 1962.

Catches in 1964 were in excess of 1/2 million fish per day dur
ing the week of August 5th, with a limit of 550 to 750 fish per man 
per day. This is a limit imposed by the cannery operators to prevent 
the catch from exceeding the canning capacity.

Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound

Salmon fishing was very good in Cook Inlet, and during early 
August improved considerably in Prince William Sound.

Purse Seining Southeastern
Salmon purse seining improved in the last two weeks of July in 

S. E. Alaska and all open districts enjoyed an additional fishing day 
on Sunday, August 2. Catches have varied between 2,000 to 3,000 fish 
per boat at Inian Islands, in District 14.



In this period escapement appeared good at Anan Creek and in the 
early mainland region of the Petersburg district. Some early sections 
of the Ketchikan district also developed very well. In Seymour Canal 
and Tenakee Inlet, escapement had lagged, but the appearance of salmon 
in abundance at Inian Islands was expected to help these regions.

Reports indicated that runs of salmon were one or two weeks late 
in several areas of Alaska.

In early August Southeastern Alaska gill net fishing were reported 
good with strong sockeye and chum salmon runs in most areas.
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Frazer River Fishway
The return of sockeye salmon through the Departmental constructed 

fishway at Frazer Lake, on Kodiak Island, was very encouraging. As of 
August 3rd, 8,046 sockeye and 18 chum salmon passed up the fishway. 
These fish are the returns from sockeye egg plants introduced into 
the inlet streams above the fishway.

King Crab Production
A report on October 8 showed king crab abundance continued at 

a high level in Cook Inlet, Kodiak, Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian 
Islands areas.

Production in the Kodiak area was down somewhat from last year 
due to the loss of processing facilities during the March 27 earth
quake and seismic waves. The processing capacity in this area is 
expected to be restored to normal in the near future.

Catch 
Bering Sea

July ] 
July ] 
July ] 
July ]

figures in pounds for the Peninsula, 
areas for the past four years are as

Aleutian Islands, 
follows:

and

1960 - June 30, 1961
1961 - June 30, 1962
1962 - June 30, 1963
1963 - June 30, 1964

8,082,162
11,157,876
13,761,201
31,198,292

The greatest increase for the last twelve-month period recorded 
above occurred in the Aleutian Islands area which rose from 9.5 million 
the previous year to 21.8 million pounds.
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Lynn Canal and Taku Inlet
Gillnetting continued in Lynn Canal with chum salmon catches re

maining good. The Taku gill net fishery was drawing to a close with 
little effort remaining.

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

Fishery Meeting

Commercial Fisheries personnel have been attending public meetings 
to discuss regulations and answer questions on salmon catch and escape
ment for the past season. Seventeen villages in the Arctic-Yukon- 
Kuskokwim area were visited for this purpose. Such meetings will be 
attended throughout the State prior to the Board of Fish and Game meet
ing in December.

1964 Best in 15 Years
Salmon production this year proved to be the best since 1949 

despite difficulties experienced by the canners and fishermen in re
pairing or replacing facilities and equipment in areas affected by 
the March 27 earthquake and seismic waves.

Earthquake Changes

Changes in salmon spawning stream areas resulting from land mass 
elevation changes caused by the earthquake have been observed and re
corded during the past season.

Salmon Season Ends
Salmon net fishing for 1964 ended on October 15 when the fall 

chum season in Chomly Sound closed. The total catch of fall chum 
salmon in Chomly Sound this year was 30,300 fish. The last open gill 
net area in the state, Lynn Canal, closed for the year on October 9 
when the few remaining vessels stopped fishing.
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Trolling
Trolling for king salmon in several inside areas of Southeastern 

Alaska continued throughout the period. Catches were reported good, 
considering the time of year.

Personnel Activities

The personnel of the various commercial fisheries area offices 
were chiefly occupied during the period with preparations for the 
fall Board of Fish and Game regulatory meeting which starts at Juneau 
on December 1. These preparations included attendance at the many 
Advisory Committee and public meetings which are held throughout the 
state each fall.

The Juneau headquarters staff continued final work on the 1965- 
1966 fiscal year budget, worked on the regulation proposals for the 
fall Board meeting, and assisted in planning for the Governor’s 
salmon conference which was held in Juneau on November 20 and 21.

GAME
James W. Brooks, Director 

Earthquake Aftermath

All Division of Game programs have returned to essentially normal 
activity following the earthquake. Reported changes in land levels 
may lead to changes in some investigations, for vegetational patterns 
are certain to be affected.

Copper River waterfowl on the Copper River delta, which has re
portedly risen 6 to 8 feet, effects on waterfowl production may be 
serious enough to warrant redirecting the Division's migratory bird 
investigations this summer at least. Nesting habitat in this area 
was in rather delicate balance with water levels before the quake.

The Copper Delta has been classified as a Waterfowl Management 
Area for the past two years, and its management is the subject of 
a cooperative agreement between the Department of Fish and Game, the 
Division of Lands, and the U. S. Forest Service. It is one of the 
outstanding duck and goose producing and hunting areas in Alaska



GAME
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Magazine Report
Alaska hunting and fishing opportunities will start getting 

monthly play in the magazine "Western Outdoors", published in Calif
ornia. Editors of the publication have invited the Department to sub
mit material for the regular monthly feature called "Western Field 
Report", as a result of a contact in California two months ago by the 
Travel Division.

The monthly rundown of Alaska hunting and fishing opportunities, 
to be written by Game Biologist Alan Courtright, should help attract 
additional tourists to the state.

Waterfowl Nesting Study

A full-scale study of waterfowl nesting on the Copper River 
Delta was undertaken during the summer to determine the effects of 
the earthquake on this highly productive area. Federal Aid work 
plans were altered to permit a shift in emphasis from other areas 
when it was learned that land levels on the Delta may have changed 
by several feet.

Caribou Specimens

A considerable number of caribou blood samples and other samples 
were collected from the Anaktuvuk Pass area, in a continuing check on 
the incidence of brucellosis and other diseases in the Arctic caribou 
herds.

Of possible future interest - if future collections show the same 
trend - is the low proportion of young animals taken, indicating a 
possibility of high calf mortality.

Game Regulations

Following the spring meeting of the Board of Fish and Game, the 
staff codified the game and guiding regulations and prepared a copy 
for the printers. The new regulations were delivered and went into 
effect July 1.
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The Board made a considerable number of changes from last year's 
regulations; increasing the limit on sheep in the Brooks Range from 
one ram to two and advancing the opening date to July 20; providing 
for some additional antlerless moose seasons, including a one-day 
season in the Fairbanks area; extending the polar bear season a few 
days; providing for both a limited bison hunt and the granting of 
35 bison to qualified persons; requiring a moose harvest ticket; and 
placing restrictions on the use of aircraft for bear hunting on the 
Alaska Peninsula.
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Game Harvest Tickets

The regulation allowing for an increased take of sheep in the 
Brooks Range was largely a result of knowledge obtained through a 
Sheep Harvest Ticket last year. Analysis of the tickets showed that 
only 85 sheep were taken in that area during the 1962 season. The 
new moose harvest ticket will undoubtedly lead to similar advances 
in management of that species.

Both the sheep and moose tickets will be issued free of charge 
to all persons expecting to hunt those species. The tickets will be 
available about July 1 from license vendors and Department offices. 
They require the hunter to report, on a postpaid form, within 15 
days after taking an animal or within 30 days after the close of 
the season if he is unsuccessful or didn't get a chance to hunt.

Limited Bison Hunt
The Board's provision for both a limited bison hunt (no more 

than 20 bison are to be taken, and these will be nonproductive 
animals) and the distribution of 35 animals to qualified homestead
ers and other is an attempt to satisfy two opposing factions while 
at the same time stabilizing the Delta bison herd at its present 
level. The history of the "bison controversy" needs no recounting.

Alaska Peninsula Brown Bear
Conflicts arising between "aircraft hunters" and those using 

more conventional hunting methods (or using aircraft only as basic 
transportation to a hunting area) led to the Board's action specify
ing that aircraft may be used on the Alaska Peninsula only to trans
port hunters and gear to previously established camps.
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The new regulation will not apply during the winter months when 
brown bear are not available, thus avoiding undesirable curtailing 
of the harvest of moose in the area.

The Division's bear hide sealing program has provided information 
showing that the Peninsula bear harvest is not excessive, but the Board 
felt that adverse publicity resulting from indiscriminate use of air
craft there made some restrictions necessary.
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light mortality augers well for this fall's hunting prospects, it will 
aggravate the already-crowded conditions on most deer ranges, to the 
future detriment of some overly large deer populations.

During the deer mortality survey the Prince William Sound game 
biologist Harry Merriam observed that the March 27 earthquake has 
created considerable areas of new tide flats on Montague Island, to 
the probable future benefit of many black brant which use the area 
during spring migration.

Bear Hunting

The extremely late spring has slowed bear hunting considerably 
this year. On May 7th, an aerial survey of southern Admiralty Island 
disclosed not a single bear track: at the same time last year, 65 
tracks were seen.

Seals § Walruses
Department biologists or fish 

on King, Diomede, and St. Lawrence 
harvest of seals and walruses, and 
from the animals taken.

and game aids are now stationed 
Islands to report on the spring 
to gather biological specimens
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Beaver Harvest

The 1964 beaver harvest was very low, according to prelim
inary reports. Extremely thick ice and low prices for beaver 
kept trapping effort at a low level.

Chickamin Moose Survival

At least three or four transplanted moose calves have apparently 
survived the winter on the Chickamin River north of Ketchikan. The 
first winter is always the critical one in such transplants, so the 
surviving animals now have a good chance of establishing a new popu
lation on the Chickamin. Additional calves were planted on August 27th 
(three female and two male). Tracks of the moose released in 1963 were 
seen. Several bears were present but the moose were easily capable of 
avoiding them.

Neets Bay Elk Plant

At Neets Bay, also near Ketchikan, there is no sign of any of 
the elk calves released there in 1963 at about the same time the moose 
were moved. The prospects of their having survived are apparently poor 
though it is possible that the animals have simply deserted the release 
site for greener pastures on another part of Revilla Island. Checks of 
the area will continue as circumstances permit.

Polar Bear Hunting Good

A known polar bear take of 222 animals this spring, highest in 
many years, is attributed to exceptionally good weather and ice condi
tions. Nonresidents took 129 of this year's 222, and almost 90 per 
cent of the nonresident kill consisted of male bears. Guides report 
that a number of clients cancelled their hunts because of the earth
quake .

Moose Transplant
Fifteen moose calves were captured in the Anchorage-Palmer area 

and transported to Neets Bay near Ketchikan in May. Fourteen elk 
(®i§ht females and six males) which had been flown from Afognak by 
the U. S. Coast Guard were released from their pen at Neets Bay on 
September 8.
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The moose calves were captured during a tagging project, using
military helicopters. The National Guard flew them to Annette and
a chartered aircraft then took them to Neets Bay.

The U. S. Coast Guard provided air transportation from Kodiak to
Annette for the elk calves. Both transplants are designed to bolster 
similar plants made last year, though the elk released at Neets Bay in 
1963 may not have survived.

Aircraft Inundated
During caribou calving ground counts in the western Arctic, a

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Supercub aircraft was inundated’by
rising water after landing on a river bar near the mouth of the Nuka River.

BSFW pilot Neil Argy and ADF&G biologist Ron Skoog, who had been 
working out of a base camp at Noluck Lake 30 miles west of the mishap 
site, were reportedly picked up by an oil company helicopter after 
being found by a bush pilot.

Blue Grouse Transplant

Biologist Howard Wood of Ketchikan began attempts in early summer 
to capture blue grouse broods for transplanting to Kodiak. The fate 
°. Previous plants over the past two years is unknown, but the number 
of birds moved may have been too small to give much chance of success. 
The tecnniques developed during the previous attempts may make larger 
plants possible in the future.

Sea Lion Harvest

Five resident vessel operators were issued permits authorizing 
tnem to harvest sea lions for commercial purposes. Each operator 
was judged capable of taking from 500 to 1,000 pups. The largest

Haramerly of Seward, expected to take about 6,000 pups 
and 100 adults. One operator did quite well taking upward of 4,000 
pups. At this date, not all the required reports have been turned m
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The future of sea lion harvesting as a commercial venture will 
depend heavily on the results of this year's efforts. Alaskan sea 
lion pup skins have never before entered the fur trade and there are 
uncertainties regarding price. At present, the market is entirely 
in Europe and involves the firms of Van Daal and Meyer in Holland, 
and G. C. Rieber of Norway. Local buyers are Victor Von Reventlow 
for Van Daal and Perry Green for Rieber.
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Harvesting on Refuges
The Game Division is continuing to urge the Fish and Wildlife 

Service to permit harvesting on National Wildlife Refuges. About 
half of the total sea lion population of 200,000 animals occurs on 
Refuge lands.

The location of these Refuge populations is such that they are 
particularly annoying to halibut fishermen, and the full benefit of 
sea lion harvesting in relation to depredation abatement as well 
as direct economic contributions to Alaskans cannot be realized until 
the Refuges are open to managed harvests.

Copper River Delta Studies

Preliminary spring waterfowl studies on the Copper River Delta 
indicate no immediate drastic changes resulting from the recent earth
quake. Land on the Delta raised several feet during the quake.

While nesting densities seem to be as high as in previous years 
judging from areas so far examined, still to be assessed are the effects 
of the land changes on hatching success and survival of ducklings, 
goslings and cygnets.

The effects of changes in the vegetation, of course, won't be 
known for several years.

Bison Hunt
Bison permit applications were available at all offices by early 

summer for the permit hunt to be held in the Delta area in early October. 
The deadline for filing applications was August 15.
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In early September, a public drawing was held to select 20 hunters 
and 5 alternates to take the 20 mature bison which the Board of Fish and 
Game authorized to be taken from the Delta herd.

 ̂  ̂ Another hunt was held about the same time in the Copper River area:
this hunt was open to all comers and will be closed by field announcement
when about 15 mature bison have been taken.

A program to call public attention to the availability of the appli
cations, and to remind prospective hunters of the August 15 deadline 
was initiated.
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Deer Season

Deer season got off to its usual quiet start on August 1. Ordin
arily, the first few weeks of the season are taken advantage of by only 
a few hardy souls who don't object to climbing high for their deer: 
later, when snow forces the deer down, and does become legal game, larger 
numbers of nimrods will turn out.

This year, record numbers of deer are to be found at low eleva
tions because of late melting of snow on the upper slopes. Habit, 
however, is hard to break, and even publicizing the unusual availa
bility of deer may not promote much additional early harvest.

Goat, Elk § Grouse Seasons
The goat, elk, and grouse seasons also opened August 1 and 

caribou, moose, and sheep seasons followed in some areas. All 
species are abundant, though some may not be too available until 
snow forces them to lower elevations.

Bison Observations
Bison observations in both the areas where hunts will be held 

this fall (in early October) showed both the Delta and Copper River 
herds to be in good shape.

In the Chitina-Dadnina area east of the Copper River, 110 bison 
were actually seen and it is estimated that the herd is approaching 
150 animals.
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Big Game Hunting

All big game seasons are progressing well with harvest levels 
approximating those of last year. Opposition to antlerless moose 
seasons has been voiced by small groups of people residing along 
the highway systems. Generally, however, these antlerless moose 
hunts have broad public support and are proving highly valuable in 
promoting improved utilization of the resource.

Waterfowl

Waterfowl show a continuing scarcity throughout the state, which 
is verification of the unusually poor reproductive success this year. 
Uncommonly late periods of cold weather during the months of May and 
June were directly responsible for this poor reproduction.

Beaver Harvest

Analysis of the beaver harvest data indicates the 1964 harvest 
of beaver skins to be the smallest since statehood. Only 14,046 
beaver skins were taken in the spring of 1964 as compared to a high 
of 26,504 in 1960. The low value of beaver pelts coupled with ex
tremely poor weather conditions discouraged trapping efforts. Bea
ver stocks remain at high levels of abundance.

Elk and Moose Transplants
Thus far, the elk transplant from Afognak Island to Revi1lagigedo 

Island appears successful. All 14 animals originally moved were re
leased in Neets Bay and are doing extremely well. A transplant of 
moose effected several years ago to Berner's Bay is producing harvest- 
able animals this year. Harvest tickets of five animals have already 
been returned and we estimate the harvest will prove to be two or 
three times that number when all reports are in.
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Bison Hunt
Thirty-four bison were taken in 

Four days and the morning of a fifth 
hunt at Delta, while 14 animals were 
of the Copper River herd, 
is t rants

two separate hunts in October, 
produced 20 bison in a permit 
taken in a registration hunt 

The Copper River hunt attracted 42 reg- 
who took the 14 bison in 11 days of hunting. The hunt was

closed when all registered hunters had left the field.

Sheep Harvest

As of October 31, returned sheep harvest tickets had reported a 
take of 821 sheep. Indications are that the final tally will be app
roximately equal to last year's 977. Of 3,419 harvest tickets turned 
in to date, 1,027 were mailed by unsuccessful hunters and 1,561 by 
persons wno picked up the tickets but ended up not hunting sheep. Of 
the 821 sheep reported by October 31, 16 were second sheep taken in 
the Brooks Range area where the limit is two rams.

Fur Harvest
IBM tabulation of 1963-64 trapping season results showed a re

duced number of fur exports compared with the previous year. The 
decline was not substantial except that the beaver take dropped from 
about 20,000 in 1963 to 14,000 in 1964: the latter was almost cer
tainly a result ox the very poor weather conditions prevailing late 
last winter.

The total exported fur harvest as reported on export permits 
included besides the 14,000 beaver 22,000*mink, 49,000 muskrats,
2,300 land otter, 6,200 marten, 1,100 blue and white fox and 1,000 
other fox, 4,700 lynx, and 1,500 weasel.

Total value of the harvest was estimated at around $1.5 million. 
There is evidence that some furs are being exported without permits. 
Steps have been taken to correct this, and the 1964-65 fur export 
figures will very likely show that export figures have erred on the 
conservative side for many years.

Moose Harvest
The reported (on harvest tickets) moose harvest as of October 31 

was 3,778 animals, of which 664 were antlerless, 3,072 were bulls, 
and 42 unknown.
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Snowshoe Hares
There is reported to be a high snowshoe hare population in the 

Tazlina-Glennallen area, which should provide Anchorage hunters with 
some fine sport this winter. The hare population along the Steese 
highway has apparently begun a decline from last year's extreme abun
dance.

Compilations showing the take of game animals over the past few 
decades were compiled for presentation with a lecture at the military 
officers conservation course which began at the University of Alaska 
on November 12.

New Sea Otter Trap
A new design for a trap to take sea 

int to Southeastern will be tried out in 
Two other methods tested so far have not 
rant further development.

otters alive for transplant- 
Prince 'William Sound shortly, 
shown enough promise to war-

The problem is one of obtaining a sufficient number of sea otters 
in a short enough time to avoid any need for long periods in captivity, 
and to make transportation by air economical.

The Federal Aid to Wildlife Program

Space will not permit a detailed explanation 
Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoration Act, known as 
program, or how it benefits the people of Alaska, 
picture of how it works may be of interest to the 
general public.

of the text of the 
the Pittman-Robertson 
However, an overall 

sportsmen and the

Pittman-Robertson Act
The Pittman-Robertson (P-R) Act of 1937 authorized the appro

priation of funds collected from the 11% excise tax on sporting arms 
and ammunition. These funds are apportioned to the respective States 
in accordance with the formulas prescribed by law, and matched in the 
ratio of not to exceed 75 percent Federal money, to carry out approved 
Wildlife projects dealing with investigations of problems of wildlife 
restoration and management, purchase of land, management of natural 
habitat, and maintenance of completed projects.
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It is human nature to gripe about any king of taxation, but this 
tax is rather unique in that the people directly concerned, obtain 
direct benefits; the sportsmen pay the tax which is then applied 100% 
to the enhancement of their sport - those who play, pay.
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Alaska's Apportionment
Alaska receives an annual apportionment of about $700,000.00 of 

Federal funds under this program. When matched on the ratio of 75-25 
this means the State could design and conduct projects totalling 
$1,000,000. The fact that we are not operating on this level is due 
to the lack of sufficient State matching funds rather than limited 
program needs. Presently Alaska's program is at about the $700,000 
level. Since the unused funds rapidly revert to game management pro
grams in other areas, Alaska's sportsmen actually suffer a direct 
annual loss by not fully utilizing these available funds.

Organization

Alaska's P-R program, under the Division of Game, is organized 
into three major investigational projects - Big Game, Marine Mammals, 
and Small Game and Furbearers - and an administrative Coordination 
project. The Coordinator exercises general direction and supervision 
over the entire program; Project Leaders, in charge of the three major 
field projects, plan and direct work conducted under the respective 
projects and supervise the activities of Work Plan Leaders who are 
in charge of investigational phases pertaining to individual species 
or groups of species.

Bird and Mammal Studies
Studies are currently being conducted on nearly all mammals and 

birds in Alaska which require management. These resources provide 
some 1.5 to 2 million dollars worth of furs annually and between 10 
and 20 million pounds of game meat, as well as uncounted hours of 
recreational opportunity. Nonresident hunters are estimated to leave 
at least five million dollars in Alaska each year.
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Studies Necessary

Each species has its own habitat requirements and other biolog
ical peculiarities which must be known if it is to be properly managed. 
Over 75 individual jobs are currently in progress to provide needed 
information on food habits, range utilization, movements, harvest 
magnitude and distribution, natural mortality and its causes, produc
tivity, diseases and parasites, radioactivity levels, and population 
trends.
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Necessity for Management
The necessity for management is reflected by the sale of 48,000 

hunting licenses in fiscal year 1964. Hunters are currently harvesting 
around 50,000 head of big game, 100,000 to 200,000 fur animals, 200,000 
to 300,000 small game animals, and over 20,000 marine mammals annually.

The number of hunters is rapidly increasing and the gathering 
interpretation and use of biological data must be done well ahead 
of further increases to be of real value. The descriptions of proj
ects which follow illustrate the workload involved in this task.

Coordination of Program
The "Coordination” portion of the Federal Aid program provides 

overall guidance to the investigations and development program. The 
Coordinator and his staff are responsible for seeing that all the 
projects in the program are conducted in compliance with the require
ments of the Federal Aid Act; oversee the writing, printing, and distr- 
bution of scheduled reports of project findings; monitor the expen
diture of funds to prevent duplication and provide maximum operation 
economy; and annually plan and budget for the entire Federal Aid 
Program.

Big Game Projects

The big game project includes major investigations on black
tailed deer, moose, caribou, Dali sheep and brown and polar bear, and 
less comprehensive studies on wolves, wolverines, elk, goat, bison, 
diseases and parasites, radioecology, and hunter-access problems.
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Small Game and Furbearers

The small game and furbearers project is responsible for obtain
ing facts on the distribution numbers biological characteristics, and 
habitat requirements of waterfowl, upland game, and furbearing mammals, 
on the use of these animals by man, and on proposed transplant opera
tions .

Included in these classifications are several species of geese 
and more than a dozen kinds of ducks; hare and rabbits; grouse and 
ptarmigan (seven species altogether) and such economically important 
furbearers as beaver, mink, muskrat, land otter, fox and lynx.

Marine Mammals

Alaska's marine mammals include the walrus, four kinds of hair 
seals, beluga whales, sea lions, and porpoises. For study purposes 
the sea otter is also termed a marine mammal, though it is classed 
as a fur animal for regulatory purposes. Fur seals are not being 
studied by the Department, as the Federal government is responsible 
for managing them.

Long Range Goals

To help attain the long-range Division goal of successfully 
adapting resource management to changing conditions involving in
creased demands on fish and game resources, the Federal Aid program 
has the specific long range aim of acquiring a sound fund of basic 
biological knowledge about every currently or potentially important 
game species and habitat in Alaska.

Information about productivity, survival of young, causes and 
influence of natural mortality, food habits, and other factors - is 
necessary to maintain and increase game stocks in the face of increas
ing exploitation.

Utilization of presently unoccupied habitat through transplants, 
as another means of providing for increasing demands on the resource, 
depends on the acquisition of basic ecological facts concerning the 
adaptability of a species to the proposed environment, and the suita
bility of the food, cover, and other components of the proposed habitat.
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To increase productivity of heavily utilized game populations 
the effect of harvest methods, timing, and levels must be studied as 
a prerequisite to manipulating these influences.

Short Term Goals
The continual furnishing of current biological data is essential 

to the proper conduct of the game management program. Distribution, 
movement, and production surveys provide information on which to base 
immediate recommendations for seasons and bag limits, or judgements 
concerning the advisability of instituting emergency season openings 
or closures.

The development of capture, handling, and transportation tech
niques is mandatory for implementing game transplants.

Continual improvement and development of study techniques and 
methods is needed to allow expansion of investigations over the in
creasingly wider areas receiving heavy use by the public.

Surveillance of wildlife disease conditions and parasite in
festation levels minimizes the danger of transmitting these to man.

Continual monitoring of harvest levels and other mortality factors 
make possible the confident application of management measures includ
ing the important task of keeping the public informed.
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SPORT FISH 
Alex McRea, Director 

Earthquake Damage Survey

A final survey had been completed of earthquake damage to Sport 
Fish Division equipment and installations by May 1. The major loss 
was the Seward office.

This office had been moved to a new building with little loss of 
time to the Division's program.

Materials had also arrived in Seward to allow for the construction 
of a permanent control structure at the outlet of Bear Lake. Damage 
to the control structure at the outlet of Fire Lake, Anchorage, was sur
veyed and plans formulated for its repair.

All other stations reported little or no damage and work contin
ued normally.

Lake Eva Station

The Lake Eva Station reported the spring out-migration of Dolly 
Varden. The weir personnel were handling from 35 to 75 fish daily 
on May 1. This had jumped from 3,000 to 6,000 daily by the end of 
the month. The year's total of both out-migration and in-migration 
fish will run to approximately 150,000.

Richard Marriott hired

Mr, Richard Marriott has been hired by the Sport Fish Division to 
fill a vacant position at Kodiak. Mr. Marriott graduated from the Univ
ersity of Washington in 1960 with a degree in Fishery 3iology. He has 
been previously employed by the Fishery Research Institute and by the 
Bio-Research Division of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. His 
duties are to conduct investigations of sport fish waters and to operate 
the Kodiak Hatchery.

Ponds Surveyed
The Division's personnel at Fairbanks have conducted surveys of 

ponds in the Fort Greely and Fort Wainwright reservations. This pro
gram was designed to aid the military in the proper management of their 
sport fish waters.
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The Division also aided the servicemen in completing several access 
roads to stocked waters.

Work on the road and trails project consisted of liaison and direc
tion in building approximately six miles of trails and road access to 
Donna Lake, Little Donna Lake and Lisa Lake. These opened up about 
300 acres of excellent rainbow trout and landlocked silver salmon fish
ing.

Indications are that the proposed three-year program of military 
assistance for the building of roads and recreation sites into these 
areas has gotten off to a good start.

New Fishery Started
An attractive ling cod sport fishery was started in the Fairbanks 

area when successful experimental fishing was brought to the angler’s 
attention in a local paper.

A Sport Fish Division display in aquariums at the Annual Tanana 
Valley Sportsmen's Show, which included live ling cod, also directed 
attention to the fishery.

Over fifty ling cod fishing sets were observed in a short section 
of the Tanana River soon after the fishery was brought to the attention 
of the anglers.

Dingell-Johnson Progress Report

The Sport Fish Division 1962-1963 Dingell-Johnson Progress Report 
was received from the printers in May. This report covers all projects 
conducted by this Division with the help of Federal Aid funds.

The cover is illustrated by an outline map of the State of Alaska 
showing the major rivers. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game emblem 
is shown in conjunction with the map.

The text is composed of 26 projects covering the various aspects 
of the State's recreational fishery resources. These projects vary 
from those of a general nature to those especially designed for the 
study of specific problem areas.
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Copies of this report were distributed throughout Alaska to inter
ested parties and to other State and Federal agencies.
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S.E. Salt Water Sport Fishery

The first two weeks in May showed an increase in the Southeast 
Alaska salt-water sport fishery. The warmer weather induced sportsmen 
to launch their boats and try their luck.

Excellent catches of king salmon were reported from Tee Harbor, 
Auke Bay, Marmion Island, all in the Juneau area; Wrangell Narrows in 
Petersburg; Greys Pass in Wrangell and Clover Pass in Ketchikan.

The kings caught weighed up to 50 pounds with the average fish 
running from 20 to 25 pounds.

Rainbow Trout Eggs
The Fire Lake hatchery reported receiving a total of 1,078,121 

rainbow trout eggs from Federal hatcheries in May. These eggs were 
hatched and the young fish distributed to various South Central and 
Central Alaska lakes.

Bear Lake Fish Control Structure

Word was received from Seward in May that all the materials had 
arrived for the Bear Lake Control structure and the contractor began 
construction.

This structure allows the out-migration of silver salmon from 
Bear Lake while preventing undesirable fish from entering the lake. 
The structure also provides a means of accurately counting all out - 
migration salmon.

The overall project was designed to aid the Resurrection Bay 
silver salmon sport fishery.
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Steelhead Egg-take Operation
In Southeast Alaska, the Pleasant Bay steelhead egg take operation 

was concluded in late May. The weir was in operation for about a month.
The eggs taken were transported to the Deer Mountain Hatchery in 

Ketchikan where they were hatched and the fry reared until they reached 
the feeding stage. The fish were used for stocking two Southeastern 
Alaska waters.

Although Pleasant Bay produced well this year, it is not deemed 
a reliable source for future egg takes. Investigations will continue 
until a suitable system is located which will provide eggs on an annual 
basis .

SPORT FISH

Bear Lake Construction Interrupted

Sid Logan, Sport Fish Biologist in Seward, reported construction 
of the fish control structure at Bear Lake had been disrupted. Earth
quake damage which was not visually apparent caused the temporary struc
ture, constructed last fall, to wash out.

This wash-out released a large amount of water from Bear Lake, which, 
in turn, washed out coffer dams and flooded the work area of the perman
ent structure. It was planned to resume the work and replace the coffer 
dams when the flooding subsided. At this time, it is not known how 
long the project will be delayed because of these washouts.

Sitka Position Filled
The vacant Sport Fish Biologist position at Sitka has been filled 

by fishery biologist Rupert Andrews. Ur. Andrews had previously worked 
for the Department in Palmer and Fairbanks. In Sitka, he will be resp
onsible for surveying the sport fishing waters of the upper "panhandle" 
and for the management of the entire Southeast area.

S.E. King Salmon Sport Fishery
The king salmon fishing was reported good throughout Southeast 

Alaska on June 1. In the Juneau area, the location producing the 
most fish was False Point Arden, with Tee Harbor a close runner-up.
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In Petersburg, trolling in Wrangell Narrows was productive for 
the local residents.

Wrangell reported the fishing at Greys Pass had fallen off and 
the anglers are moving down to Point Ward.

Ketchikan was going all out with their salmon derby in full swing. 
The hot spot there was Clover Pass.
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Fort Richardson Fish Plant

During June, the Fort Richardson Cooling Pond was drained and all 
captured fish were planted. In October 1963, this pond was planted 
with 19,111 rainbow trout fry and in November 1963, 13,500 king salmon 
fry were added.

It was believed, by the military, this pond and others similar to 
it would provide excellent rearing facilities for the young fish in that 
their warm waters would stimulate growth.

Normally the fish are removed in early May by seining and draining 
the pond. This year, fish removal was delayed three weeks at the re
quest of L t . Colonel Nelson, who hoped to gain a little more length 
and weight on the fish. This delay unfortunately occurred during a 
period of warm weather which caused a raise in water temperature and 
consequently a heavy algae bloom. This bloom made fish removal an 
especially difficult task as it clogged the nets and tangled with the 
fish.

Removal of the fish was accomplished, with military help, by drain
ing the pond and catching the fish in a trap at the pond outlet. The 
resultant catch was 428 king salmon and 1,065 rainbow trout.

The king salmon averaged 3 inches in length while the rainbow 
averaged 5.5 inches.

All king salmon were marked and placed in Ship Creek. The rain
bow trout were planted in Clunie Lake.

This operation was terminated when a combination of high water 
temperature, plus heavy algae accumulations caused the remaining fish 
to die or exhibit extreme distress conditions.

At this time it was jointly estimated by Sport Fish staff members
and the military that 700 rainbow trout remained in the pond. No king
salmon were observed as remaining in the pond.
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Grayling Egg Stocking
The Divisions research programs were well under way throughout 

the state. Several accomplishments have been achieved. One was 
the successful capture of spawning grayling in the Glennallen area. 
These fish provided eggs which quickly ripened and were transplanted 
to Sport Fish waters in many areas.

Southeast Alaska received enough of these eggs to stock three 
lakes. In the Juneau area, Crevice Creek Lake in Berner's Bay was 
planted, and in the Ketchikan area, Lake Grace and Halfmoon Lake 
received stockings.

It is expected that grayling plantings made in 1963 will begin 
furnishing angling to Southeast sportsmen this summer.

Bear Lake 17eir

By July 1, construction had been resumed on the Bear Lake weir, 
Seward. Concrete foundation slabs were being poured and the work 
progressed satisfactorily.

The annual out-migration of silver salmon smolts had commenced. 
The fish were being counted through a temporary weir at this time so 
that the continuity of this program would be maintained.

Lake Rehabilitation
Two lakes in the vicinity of Mendenhall Glacier were rehabili

tated in June. These lakes were previously rehabilitated in 1956 
and stocked with rainbow trout. At that time rotary screens were 
placed in the outlets to prevent undesirable fish from entering 
the system. When these screens were destroyed by vandalism all fish 
had access to the lakes.

To help prevent a reoccurrence of destructive acts of this sort, 
a trickle dam was constructed. This dam is composed of washed three 
to seven inch gravel. The dam is ten feet wide and four feet high. 
This allows the water to "trickle" through, while blocking fish 
passage.

The current rehabilitation revealed the presence of only seven 
rainbow in the lakes. Undesirable fish present totaled 910. These 
fish hindered the rainbow population by egg predation, competition 
for available food and by utilizing the limited space available.



*

After detoxification, this lake will be planted with grayling. 
This will place these sought-after fish in the Juneau road system 
and make them readily available to local anglers.
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Biologists Study Earthquake Damage

Two biologists were hired to instigate the earthquake damage eval
uation program. Mr. Larry Engel will be stationed in Soldatna and will 
cover the Kenai, Anchorage area. Mr. Darwin Jones will be stationed in 
Glennallen and will work the Copper River area.

Both men will survey the various watersheds in their areas to 
determine the effects of the earthquake on fishery stocks.

Golden North Salmon Derby
During this period, the annual Juneau Golden North Salmon Derby 

was held. Sport fishermen from near and far enjoyed the fine weather 
and excellent fishing.

In all, approximately 2,450 anglers purchased tickets to fish 
in the derby. This figure can be compared with 1962, when 2,033 
tickets were sold and 1963, when ticket sales totaled 2,229.

three
The salmon 
years is

catch in 
as follows

the Golden North Salmon Derby••
for the

Year Kings Silvers Pinks Chums Reds Tot

1962 226 490 NOT RECORDED 716
1963 617 695 115 12 1 1,440
1964 624 1,246 297 5 0 2,167

The above figures illustrate an increasing catch during the past 
three years. This can be linked to the increased fishing pressure 
caused by the three days of good weather this year. In previous years 
one or two days of bad weather reduced the fishing effort. The catch 
shown for 1964 is recognized to be minimal, as many salmon caught were 
not entered for derby prizes.
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The size of king salmon has been found to be decreasing. In 
1962 the kings averaged 13.9 pounds, in 1963 the kings were 12.0 
pounds and in 1964 they averaged 10.7 pounds. The largest king turned 
in to the Derby Committee for the Grand Prize weighed 36 pounds 13 
ounces .

SPORT FISH

Sitka Salmon Derby
The 1964 Sitka Salmon Derby was felt to be the most successful 

in the past nine years from the standpoint of angler participation 
and monetary returns. A total of 530 anglers caught 254 salmon.
The weight of these fish totaled 3,965 pounds. Also caught were 729 
pounds of halibut and 265 pounds of ling cod.

Division Activities

During September and October,budget preparation, Sport Fish reg
ulatory proposals for the fall Board meeting and the final phase of 
Department reorganization planning were the most important activities.

Regulatory proposals from the field staff were received, The 
deadline for public proposals was October 9. Receipt of public pro
posals to date indicate that the controversial areas will probably 
receive less widespread attention this year than in 1963.

Earthquake Evaluation

A staff meeting to consolidate the last month of field work on 
the earthquake evaluation project was held. It appears that the most 
significant long range effects on fish and habitat are related to 
the raising an<J lowering of the land mass, while the quake and tidal 
wave effects will generally be of a more temporary nature.

The earthquake evaluation crew will be changing emphasis in late
October from field investigation to the evaluation of data collected
and the preparation of a report for publication in January.
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1965 Fish Stocking Program

The egg taking activities for the 1965 fish stocking program 
started with a satisfactory silver salmon egg take on the Swanson 
River, Kenai Peninsula. Arrangements to receive 1 1/4 million rain
bow trout eggs from federal sources were recently completed.

Rainbow eggs from Federal hatcheries were used for the first 
time last year in the state's program. They proved to be successful 
and it is planned to continue the program.

Sport Fish Proposals

During the early fall proposals relating to changes in the Sport 
Fishing Regulations were received and processed. Of interest is the 
reduced number of proposals received this year. In 1963 a total of 
62 proporals were received; this year they number only 29.

One of the objectives of the Sport Fish Division is to achieve 
uniform acceptable regulations for the State, and it is hoped this 
reduction indicates partial success in this endeavor.

Earthquake Evaluation
A meeting of the earthquake evaluation staff was held to expedite 

report completion. At this time the season's field work is essentially 
over and report preparation had commenced.

A preliminary report is expected to be available the latter part 
of January. The report will cover major fishing areas which were sub
jected to possible earthquake damage.

It will include such aspects as changes in water level, migration 
routes, spawning areas, public access, chemical composition, fish pop
ulation composition, etc.

The Commercial Fish and Bio-Research Divisions are collaborating 
in order to furnish complete coverage in the evaluation.
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New Budget

The new budget prepared by the headquarter's staff reflects the 
changes required under the Department reorganization plan.

Silver Salmon Egg Take
A successful silver salmon egg take has been concluded on the 

Kenai Peninsula. The eggs were obtained from several systems which 
allowed for adequate natural escapement to the streams involved. The 
eggs were transported to the Fire Lake Hatchery where they will be 
hatched and the fry reared.

At the appropriate time, part of the resulting smolts will be 
planted in Bear Lake, Seward. Here they will supplement the natural 
population to increase the total number of silver salmon available to 
Resurrection Bay fishermen.

ENGINEERING 
G. L. Ziemer, Director

The Department was involved during the 1964 season in construction 
projects at these sites:

1. Seward-Bear Creek - Sport Fish Division - up-down stream
migrant weir and counting facilities were constructed.

2. Prince William Sound - Shrode Creek - Commercial Fisheries
Division § U. S. Forest Service cooperative project - re
placed temporary weir part of fishway with permanent con
crete weir.

3. Afognak Island - Pauls Lake Watershed - Commercial Fisheries
Division - Laura Creek fishway - constructed steeppass fish
way experimental installation taking fish over Laura Creek 
falls to test upper limits of heighth and length practical 
by prefab Alaska Fish and Game Model "A" steeppass. Success
ful for red and coho salmon for a 17.35 foot rise in a 90 
foot run. This is the maximum reach used to date. Results 
indicate a further extension of limits can be made (probably 
to 25 ft. in 125 ft.).
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4. Kodiak Island - Frazer Fishway - Commercial Fisheries Div
ision - guiding facilities were installed to make the fish 
way portal more easily found by the salmon during high dis 
charge over the falls.

5. Surveys, plans and specifications are under way for future
work at:

a) Auke Bay - trout hatchery and water system.
b) Lake Lucille - lake outlet weir.
c) Birch Lake - lake outlet weir.
d) Ketchikan Creek - fish ladder.
e) Anan Creek - fishladder.
f) Bear Lake - coho artificial spawning channel.
g) King Salmon - headquarters complex.
h) Kitoi Bay - station reconstruction.

PROTECTION 
C. A. "Bud" Weberg, Director

The Protection officers, the unheralded and unsung workers of 
the Fish and Game Department, are carrying out their duties through
out the state with increasing proficiency.

Since its creation by the Commissioner of Fish and Game on Jan
uary 1, 1960, the Protection Division personnel have endeavored to 
increase by study and application the mastery, skills and know-how 
which they deem necessary to function in accordance with the highest 
standards of their profession. Its goal has been the visualization 
and inaugeration of state-wide programs and dedicated service to the 
public and the preservation and wise use of the state’s natural re
sources .

The resignations of permanent officers have been high - 31% in 
1964. This is largely due to the overtime hours required and the 
necessary traveling away from their assigned districts, which is 
disruptive to home life.

The bastion of strength of this important Division rests in 
its Director and core of dedicated officers who courageously carry 
out their varied and difficult assignments which are becoming in
creasingly heavy.
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Work Load

The factors that contribute to the growing work load of this 
Division are:

1. Growing number of license holders.
2. Increased commercial fishing, sport fishing and game effort
3. Increasing numbers of violations.
4. Increasing use of emergency regulations.
5. New road and ferry systems opening up new areas.
6. Increase in tourism.
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Unpaid overtime
The unpaid overtime put in by Protection field Officers in nine 

months up to September 1, 1964, totaled 19,925 hours. Average weekly 
overtime per officer was 24 hours. This would mean nearly five hours 
extra work per day in a five day week.

Factors that contribute to the number of overtime hours are:

Great demands upon officers during the commercial fishing season. 
The nature of commercial fish enforcement requires district Officers 
to work seven days a week with early morning and evening patrols.

The general public and the commercial fishing industry do not 
recognize the 37 1/2 hour work week of the state. The greater number 
of violations with the general hunting and fishing public occur on 
week ends and holidays.

Normal workload during week days prohibits Protection Officers 
from taking time off during the week.

Shortage of personnel does not permit dividing overtime equally 
among the staff, particularly in the many one-officer districts.

Long Range Gcals

The ultimate goal of the Protection Division is presenting a 
uniform and equitable wildlife protection program, accepted and sup
ported by the public, that will result in compliance with and under
standing of all management policies of the Department. The end result 
will be a Department of Fish and Game that will Manage, Protect, Main
tain, Improve and Extend the Fish and Game Resources of the state in 
the interest and general well being of the state and its people.



Long Range Goals

To accomplish the long range goals, the Division has initiated:
1. A careful selection of its personnel.

2. A training program that will produce well-informed, courteous
and efficient officer.

3. A preventative enforcement program through a well-informed
public by a trained and informed officer.

4. Adequate enforcement aides, tools and equipment capable of 
meeting the hunting and fishing public in the field throughout the state,

5. A balanced distribution of Division Officers and personnel
throughout the state on the basis of population and area needs.

6. A reduction of hunting accidents through an effective state
wide hunter-safety program.

Short term goals are also well underway.

There has to be an element of adventure and courage in the Prot
ection Officer's makeup to face challenging situations and master his 
heavy work load. To be a good officer he must have a Matt Dillon 
respect and dedication to justice and an innate desire to serve the 
public faithfully, regardless of the maledictions that sometimes rain 
down upon his head. He must have faith that his own exemplary conduct, 
together with earnest extensive conservation education, will eventually 
erase many of the misconceptions that often governs the public attitude.
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